General-purpose operating systems, such as Linux, are increasingly being used in embedded systems. Computational resources are usually limited, and embedded processors often have a limited amount of memory. This makes code size especially important. This paper describes techniques for automatically reducing the memory footprint of general-purpose operating systems on embedded platforms. The problem is complicated by the fact that kernel code tends to be quite different from ordinary application code, including the presence of a significant amount of hand-written assembly code, multiple entry points, implicit control flow paths involving interrupt handlers, and frequent indirect control flow via function pointers. We use a novel "approximate decompilation" technique to apply source-level program analysis to hand-written assembly code. A prototype implementation of our ideas on an Intel x86 platform, applied to a Linux kernel that has been configured to exclude unnecessary code, obtains a code size reduction of close to 24%.
Introduction
Recent years have seen increasing use of generalpurpose operating systems, such as Linux, deployed in embedded contexts such as cell phones, media players, and other consumer electronics [1] . This is due in great part to technological trends that make it uneconomical for vendors to develop custom in-house operating systems for devices with shorter and shorter life cycles. At the same time, however, these operating systems-precisely because they are general-purposecontain features that are not needed in every application context, and that incur unnecessary overheads, e.g., in execution speed or memory footprint. Such overheads are especially undesirable in embedded processors and applications because they usually have resource constraints, such as a limited amount of memory. Thus, the memory footprint of the code is especially important, and a program that requires more memory than is available will not be able to run. 1 This paper focuses on automatic techniques for reducing the memory footprint of operating system kernels in embedded systems. Such systems tend to have relatively static configurations: at the hardware end, they are limited in the set of devices with which they interact (e.g., a cell phone or digital camera will typically not have a mouse interface); at the software end, they usually support a fixed set of applications (e.g., we do not routinely download or build new applications on a cell phone or digital camera). This implies that an embedded system will typically use only some of the functionality offered by a general-purpose operating system. The code corresponding to the unused functionality is unnecessary overhead, and should be removed. Some of this overhead can be removed simply by configuring the kernel carefully so as to exclude as much unnecessary code as possible. However, not all overheads can be removed in this manner. For example, a given set of applications running on an embedded platform will typically use only a subset of the system calls supported by the operating system; the code for the unused system calls is then potentially unnecessary. Such unnecessary code typically cannot be eliminated simply by tweaking the configuration files; additional analysis is required. This paper discusses how such analysis may be carried out in order to identify code that can be guaranteed to be unnecessary. Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:
1. It discusses issues that arise in binary rewriting of operating system kernels and discusses how they may be handled.
2. It introduces a notion of "approximate decompila-tion" that allows us to apply source-level program analysis to hand-written assembly code. This improves the precision of our analysis considerably, and in a simple way, while ensuring that the safety of our transformations is not compromised.
There has been a significant body of work on code size reduction, with different objectives (e.g., reducing wire transmission time vs. reducing memory footprint during execution), on different program representations (e.g., syntax trees, byte code, or native code), and making different assumptions regarding the requirement for runtime decompression and the availability of hardware support for any such runtime decompression. See Beszédes et al. [4] for a survey. Almost all of this work has been done in the context of application code. By contrast, the work described in this paper focuses on operating system kernels in native code representation, and it aims to reduce their runtime memory footprint. We do so using automatic program analysis and transformations, with no programmer intervention in the form of code annotations or other similar input. A prototype implementation of our ideas on an Intel x86 platform, applied to the Linux kernel configured minimally so as to exclude all unnecessary code, is able to achieve a code size reduction of nearly 24%, on average, on the MiBench suite of embedded system applications [11] .
Background
OS kernel code is quite different from ordinary application code. A significant problem is the presence of considerable amounts of hand-written assembly code that often does not follow the familiar conventions of compiler-generated code, e.g., with regard to function prologues, epilogues, and argument passing. This makes it difficult to use standard compiler-based techniques for whole-system analysis and optimization of kernel code. To deal with this problem, we decided to use binary rewriting for kernel compaction. However, while processing a kernel at the binary level provides a uniform way to handle code heterogeneity arising from the combination of source code, assembly code and legacy code such as device drivers, it introduces its own set of problems. For example, it is necessary to deal with a significant amount of data embedded within executable sections, implicit addressing requirements that constrain code movement, and occasional unusual instruction sequences. As a result, binary rewriting techniques applicable to application code do not always carry over directly to kernel code (the issues that arise, and our approach to handling them, are discussed in more detail elsewhere [19] ).
An especially important issue for code compaction is that of control flow analysis, both intra-procedural and inter-procedural. This is because, in practice, most of the code size reductions arising from compaction comes from the detection and elimination of dead and unreachable code [7] . For soundness reasons, we have to ensure that we only eliminate code that can be guaranteed never to be needed during any future execution. This means that imprecision in control flow analysis directly affects the amount of code that can be eliminated.
Unfortunately, control flow analysis in operating system kernels is complicated by the interaction of two separate problems. First, there are significant amounts of hand-written assembly code, as mentioned above. Second, operating system kernels often make extensive use of indirect function calls in order to enhance maintainability and extensibility. This is a problem because static analyses are generally quite conservative in their treatment of indirect function calls. 2 Each of these problems-hand-written assembly and indirect function calls-is nontrivial in its own right, and the situation is exacerbated further by the fact that they interact: the hand-written assembly code in an operating system kernels may itself contain indirect function calls, and identifying those targets requires pointer alias analysis of the assembly code.
A final problem in dealing with control flow in operating system kernels is that not all entry points into the kernel, and control flow within the kernel, are explicit. There are implicit entry points such as system calls and interrupt handlers as well as implicit control flow arising from interrupts; both have to be taken into account in order to guarantee soundness.
Pointer Analysis: Resolving Indirect Function Call Targets
Static analysis of OS kernel code is complicated by the presence of hand-written assembly code. On the one hand, dealing with hand-written assembly code in a source-level or intermediate-code-level analysis is messy and awkward because of the need to inject architecture-specific knowledge into the analysis-such as aliasing between registers (e.g., in the Intel x86 architecture, the register %al is an alias for the low byte of the register %eax) and idiosyncrasies of various machine instructions. On the other hand, if the analysis is implemented at the assembly code or machine code level, much of the semantic information present at the source level is lost-in particular, information about types and pointer aliasing-resulting in overly conservative analysis that loses a great deal of precision. Nor can such assembly code be ignored, since soundness demands that all possible execution behaviors of the program be taken into account. One possible solution to this problem would be to decompile the hand-written assembly code back to equivalent C source code that could then be analyzed by source-level analysis. The problem with such an approach is that it is not obvious that all of the kernel assembly code can be reverse engineered back to equivalent C source code. For example, "system instructions" on the Intel x86 architecture, such as "load interrupt descriptor table register" and "invalidate TLB entry," do not have obvious C-level counterparts. Moreover, even in situations where reverse engineering is possible, it can be complicated and involve a great deal of engineering effort. Instead, we deal with this problem using an approach we call "approximate decompilation," which automatically maps hand-written assembly code back to C source files for analysis purposes. The idea, illustrated in Figure 1 , is that given an assembly file foo.s and a program analysis A, we create a source file foo A .c that has the property that an A-analysis of foo A .c is a safe approximation of the behavior of foo.s, even though foo A .c is not semantically equivalent to foo.s. For example, if A focuses on control flow analysis, then foo A .c may elide those parts of foo.s that are irrelevant to control flow. We have applied this approach to use a sourcelevel pointer alias analysis technique called FA-analysis to identify the possible targets of indirect function calls. The remainder of this section discusses how this is carried out.
FA Analysis
There is a large volume of literature on pointer alias analysis, with a variety of assumptions, goals, and trade-offs (see, for example, the discussion by Hind and Pioli [12] ). In general, these analyses exhibit a trade-off between efficiency and precision: the greater the precision, the greater the analysis cost, i.e., the lower the efficiency. FA-analysis is a flow-insensitive context-insensitive pointer alias analysis, originally due to Zhang et al. [23, 24] , that is at the efficiency end of this trade-off.
A detailed discussion of FA-analysis is beyond the scope of this paper; the interested reader is referred to the original papers on this analysis [16, 23, 24] . The essential idea in this analysis is to maintain equivalence classes of names that may alias each other in memory. Program constructs that result in values being propagated from one variable to another, e.g., assignment statements and parameter passing during a function call, cause the corresponding equivalence classes to be merged. For structure and union references, this merging propagates recursively down to the equivalence classes for the constituent fields. This merge process ignores the execution order of program statements: if two variables can be aliases anywhere in the program, then they are taken to be potential aliases everywhere in the program. This flow-insensitivity makes for a fast analysis but also makes it imprecise.
Milanova et al. have observed, however, that despite its low precision for general-purpose pointer alias analysis, FA analysis turns out to be quite precise in practice for identifying the targets of indirect function calls [16] . The authors attribute this to the fact that programmers typically use function pointers in a few specific and relatively simple stylistic ways.
Approximate Decompilation of Kernel Code for FA Analysis
As Figure 1 suggests, the way in which approximate decompilation is carried out depends in part on the source-level analysis that will be applied to the resulting source files. This section discusses approximate decompilation of assembly code in the Linux kernel code for FA analysis. For concreteness, we discuss kernel assembly code on the Intel x86 architecture.
The hand-written assembly instructions in the Linux kernel falls into two broad groups: (1) general-purpose instructions that perform basic data movement, arith-metic, logic, and program control flow operations, and (2) system instructions that provide support for operating systems and executives [13] . We process these instructions as follows:
-System instructions (the second group above) manipulate only the hardware (or data related to the hardware) and have no effect on pointer aliasing in the kernel code. For pointer alias analysis, therefore, we simply ignore these instructions.
-Since FA analysis is flow-insensitive and contextinsensitive, instructions whose only effect is on intra-procedural control flow, such as conditional and unconditional branches, have no effect on the analysis. Inter-procedural control flow cannot be ignored, however, since it induces aliasing between the actual parameters at the call site and the formal parameters at the callee. Our decompiler therefore ignores conditional and unconditional control flow instructions whose targets are within the same function, but translates inter-procedural control transfers.
-The remaining instructions are those that move data and those that perform arithmetic and logic operations. These instructions are translated to the corresponding operations in C. For example, a register load instruction, 'mov $0, %eax,' is translated to an assignment 'eax = 0'.
Since the results of approximate decompilation are used only by a program analysis tool, we currently do not attempt to raise the level of abstraction of the generated C code beyond that produced by this straightforward translation.
Our decompiler maps registers in the assembly code to global variables of type int with 32-bit values; the 16bit and 8-bit registers (which are aliases of parts of the 32-bit registers) are also mapped to the appropriate 32bit global. Thus, the 8-bit register %al and the 16-bit register %ax, which refer to the low 8 bits and the low 16 bits of the 32-bit register %eax respectively, are both mapped to the variable eax denoting the 32-bit register %eax.
Memory locations referenced as absolute addresses in the assembly code are also treated as global variables. Since there is little type information available at the assembly level, we declare memory locations as having type MEMOBJ, which denotes a word in memory. 3 An object spanning a series of memory locations in the assembly code is treated as an array of MEMOBJ in the generated C code. This is illustrated in Figure   3 Our implementation defines this type as 'typedef MEMOBJ int;'.
2(a). The segment of assembly code shown on the left side in Figure 2 (a), taken from the file entry.S in the Linux kernel, defines the system call table that contains the function addresses of all system call handlers. Since sys call table spans a series of (initialized) memory locations in the assembly code, we map it to an (initialized) array in the generated C code shown on the right side in Figure 2 (a). Moreover, since the symbols for the system call handlers are not themselves defined in entry.S, they are declared as extern objects in the generated C code. Before we start the actual pointer analysis, we scan the entire kernel source code and match memory objects to functions so that the source-level FA analysis can deal properly with function pointers in the assembly code.
Functions in the assembly code are identified from symbol table information and mapped to functions in the generated C code. Memory locations accessed through the stack pointer register %esp are assumed to be on the stack; these are mapped to local variables in the corresponding C function, with variables accessed via different displacements within the stack frame being mapped to different local variables in the generated C code. Actual parameters to a call are identified by similarly examining displacements in stack references, as illustrated in Figure 2 (b). In this manner, by examining the references to actual parameters in the body of a function, we can determine the number of arguments it takes, and thereby generate a function prototype in the C code. Such prototypes are then used by the source-level analysis to identify aliasing between actuals and formals. A control transfer to a symbol S is translated as a function call if either the instruction is a call instruction, or if the target S is a function, as illustrated in Figure 2 (c).
Identifying Reachable Code

Reachability Analysis
The source-level FA analysis produces a set of possible call targets for each indirect procedure call in the kernel. Our kernel binary rewriter takes this information as an input and constructs a program call graph for the entire kernel.
Unlike ordinary applications, an operating system kernel contains multiple entry points. These entry points are the starting points for our reachability analysis. We classify kernel entry points into four categories: (1) the entry point for initializing the kernel (for the Linux kernel, this is the function startup 32), (2) system calls invoked during the kernel boot process, (3) interrupt handlers, and (4) identified, our reachability analysis performs a straightforward depth-first traversal of the program call graph to identify all the reachable functions in the kernel.
Improving the Analysis
During the initialization phase of kernel bootup (e.g., before the init program in Linux begins execution), execution is deterministic because there is only one active thread and execution depends only on the hardware configuration and the configuration options passed through boot command line. In other words, the initialization code can be considered to be "static" in the partial evaluation sense [14] . This means that if the configuration is not changed, we can safely remove any initialization code that is not executed. We use this idea to further improve our reachability analysis.
Our goal is to identify the static functions in the kernel, i.e., functions whose execution is completely determined once the configuration options and the hardware are fixed. To this end, we take advantage of a Linux kernel feature used to identify initialization code, most of which is not needed, and can be reclaimed, after initialization is complete. In particular, the Linux kernel simplifies this reclamation by segregating data and code used only for initialization into two sections in the ELF binary: .text.init and .data.init. Once the initialization of the kernel finishes during bootup, the kernel frees the memory pages occupied by these two sections to save physical kernel memory.
We use this knowledge to initialize the set of static functions to those appearing in the .text.init section. We then propagate this information as follows to find other functions that are not in the .text.init section but whose execution can be inferred to be completely determined given the command-line configuration options and hardware setup: 3. If all the direct and indirect callers of a function F are static, then mark F as static. Repeat this process until there are no changes.
Once we have computed the set of functions that are considered to be static during kernel initialization, we use the results to improve our reachability analysis as shown in Figure 3 . The improvement is that when a potentially reachable function is found, if the function is marked static and if, based on profile data, it was not called during kernel initialization, then we do not add it to the set of reachable functions.
Handling Exception Handlers
In order to identify all reachable code in the kernel, it is not enough to consider ordinary control transfers, which are explicit in the code: we also have to take into account control transfers that are implicit in the exception handling mechanisms of the kernel. For this, we examine the exception table in the kernel.
Locations in the kernel where an exception could be generated are known when the kernel is built. For example, the kernel code that copies data to/from user space is known as a potential source for a page fault exception. The Linux kernel contains an exception table, ex table, that specifies, for each such location, the code that is to be executed after handling an exception. Additionally, a special section, .fixup, contains snippets of code that carry out the actual control trans-fer from the exception handlers to the appropriate destination locations. The flow of control when handling an exception is shown in Figure 4 : after the exception handler deals with an exception from an address L 1 , it searches ex table with L 1 as the key, finds the associated address L 2 of the corresponding fixup code, and jumps to L 2 . The key point to note here is that the control flow path from L 1 to L 2 is not explicit in the code, but is implicit in ex table. It is necessary to take such implicit execution paths into account for code compaction to ensure that we find all reachable code. We do this by examining the exception table and adding pseudocontrol-flow edges to indicate such implicit control flow. For the example in Figure 4 , we would add such an edge from L 1 to L 2 .
Kernel Compaction
Once all the potentially reachable code in the kernel has been identified, a variety of size-reducing code transformations can be applied to the kernel. Our transformations can be broadly grouped into three categories: 
Duplicate code elimination. This involves transformations (other than whole function abstraction)
where duplicate code instances are identified and eliminated. We use two different code transformations for this: tail-merging and procedural abstraction [7] .
Applying these transformations to the kernel code involves some subtleties that have to be taken into account during code compaction. Here we describe two such situations.
The first involves a small number of functions in the kernel bootup code that execute prior to page table initialization, and which are required to be at specific fixed addresses. Such functions therefore cannot be moved in memory during the code compaction process. Our current implementation uses a fixed list of functions that cannot be moved: there are some 71 such functions, out of a total of roughly 4,600 functions in the input kernel binary (see Table 1 ). ④ Control branches from the exception handler to the fixup code.
⑤ Control branches from the fixup code back into the text segment.
Figure 4. Control flow during the handling of exceptions in the Linux kernel
The second issue is that some forms of procedural abstraction require that a global memory location be allocated to save the return address of the procedure. We currently exclude such code fragmennts for procedural abstraction within the kernel. There are two reasons for this. First, if a page fault occurs when accessing this location to store a return address and the page tables have not yet been initialized, the kernel will crash. Second, since the kernel is multi-threaded in general, using a single global location can lead to incorrect results if one thread overwrites the return address stored there by another thread; this means that the memory allocation has to be done on a per-thread basis, which complicates the implementation and reduces its benefits. However, this exclusion has no effect on procedural abstraction of code fragments that do not have to save the return address in global memory, but can leave it on the stack.
Experimental Results
We have implemented our ideas using the PLTO binary rewriting system for the Intel x86 architecture [20] and evaluated them using two different versions of the Linux kernel: versions 2.4.25 and 2.4.31. To get an accurate evaluation of the efficacy of this system, we begin with a minimally configured kernel where as much unnecessary code as possible has been eliminated by configuring the kernel carefully. For our experiments, we therefore configured the Linux kernel to remove modules, such as the sound card and video support, that are not required to run our benchmarks. We considered two versions for each kernel: one with networking support, the other without. The kernel code was compiled with gcc version 3.4.4 using the compilation flags of '-Os -fomit-frame-pointer', which instructs the compiler to optimize for code size. Table 1 gives various size-related statistics for the resulting kernel images. In order to simplify the booting process of the Linux kernel, we modified the kernel boot up file inittab so that the Linux kernel will run in single user mode (level 1). Based on the profile data, there are 81 different system calls that are invoked during the booting process.
We used programs from the MiBench suite [11] , a widely used and freely available collection of benchmark programs for embedded systems, to evaluate our aproach. The MiBench suite is organized into six sets of benchmarks, corresponding to different kinds of embedded environments: Automotive and industrial control, Consumer devices, Networking, Office automation, Security, and Telecommunications; each of these sets contains several different application programs. We augmented this with two additional sets: Entertainment, representing a multi-media consumer appliance for music and digital pictures; and Cellphone, representing a cell phone with security features. Characteristics of these sets are shown in Table 2 . We also considered the BusyBox embedded toolkit [22] , which was used by Chanet et al. to evaluate their kernel compaction work [6] .
Before we can carry out kernel compaction for any given benchmark set, we have to identify the system calls that can arise from programs in that set. It is not enough to examine their executions using tools such as strace, since this may not cover all the execution paths in the programs. Nor is it enough simply to examine the source code of the benchmarks for system calls, since these actually call library routines that may contain additional system calls not visible in the source code. We therefore analyze statically linked binaries of the programs to ensure that we find all the system calls that may be invoked. This, however, causes the entire C library to be linked in. We address this problem by first carrying out a reachability analysis on the application program binaries to identify and eliminate unreachable library routines (using a conservative approximation to deal with indirect function calls) and then traversing the resulting whole-program control flow graph to determine the set of possible system calls. These data are shown in Table  2 : the third column of this table gives the number of different system calls across all of the programs in each set of benchmarks, while the fourth column gives, for each benchmark set, the number of system calls not occurring in the set of system calls invoked during the kernel bootup process. Once we have the system calls that may be invoked by a set of programs, we use them to identify and eliminate unreachable code in the kernel. Table 3 shows the effects of code compaction. For each benchmark set, we present three sets of numbers; these give the amount of compaction achieved for the .text.init section (the code used for kernel bootup), the .text section (the kernel code used during steady-state execution), and the total amount of code (.text.init and .text together). The mean overall code size reduction achieved for the Linux 2.4.25 kernel is 19.3% for the version with networking code and 23.75% for that without networking; for the Linux 2.4.31 kernel, these numbers are 22.4% for the version with networking code and 22.6% for the version without networking code.
The rows labelled "All system calls" in Table 4 show how much code compaction is achieved if all system calls in the kernel are assumed to be invokable by the application code. There are two conclusions that can be drawn from this. First, it is evident that our optimizations are able to achieve significant code size reductions (around 12%-16%), even on a carefully configured kernel, even if we make no assumptions about what system calls can be invoked by applications. Second, it can be seen that the ability to restrict the set of possible system calls, based on knowledge of the application code, can yield significant benefits, in our case giving an additional savings of 7%-9%. Table 4 shows the effects of different optimizations on code size. For each optimization, we show both the incremental improvement obtained from adding that optimization to those listed above it in the Since unreachable code elimination accounts for most of our code size savings, the precision of program analyses for identifying unreachable code plays a significant role in the amount of code that can be elimi-nated. Determining the possible targets of indirect function calls plays a crucial role in this. Table 5 shows the effects of different indirect call target analyses on both the amount of unreachable code identified as well as the overall code size reduction achieved. We consider three different scenarios:
-Conservative refers to the case where no program analysis is done, and every function is conservatively considered a potential target for each indirect call.
-Address-taken refers to an analysis that computes the set S of functions whose address is taken somewhere in the program. The set of potential targets for any indirect call is then set to S. Variations of this analysis are commonly used to deal with indirect function calls in many binary rewriting systems.
-FA analysis refers to the source-level pointer alias analysis described earlier in this paper. The amount of compaction achieved for each set of applications depends on the particular set of system calls made by the set of application programs. To get an idea of the extent to which our results might generalize to other sets of embedded applications, we evaluated the "popularity" of different system calls across the MiBench suite. The popularity of a given system call s in a set of programs P is given by the fraction of programs in P that use s. Intuitively, if different kinds of applications use very different sets of system calls, i.e., many system calls have low popularity, then our results may not generalize well; on the other hand, if different kinds of applications tend to have mostly-similar sets of system calls, then we can expect these results to generalize. The results are shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen that out of some 226 different possible system calls in our system, 4 there is a small core of 32 system calls that are used by every program. Popularity drops off sharply outside this core set. All of our benchmark programs, taken together, refer to only 76 system calls, i.e., about a third of the total set of system calls.
This relative uniformity in system call usage across a wide variety of applications helps explain the surprising uniformity of our code compression results across all of the benchmark sets. While the applications themselves are very different in terms of their nature and code size, the popularity data shown in Figure 5 show that they do not differ from each other hugely in terms of their interactions with the operating system kernel: for example, they typically read data from some files, process that data, and write out the results. Moreover, in addition to the system calls made by application code, the kernel itself makes 81 different system calls during the bootup process. The overall result is that the set of "non-bootup" system calls arising in the application code is relatively small, and does not vary greatly from one benchmark set to another ( Table 2 , col. 4). Because of this, the compaction results for the different benchmark sets tend to be similar.
Related Work
The work that is closest to ours is that of Chanet et al., who describe a system for code compaction of the Linux kernel to reduce its memory footprint [5, 6] . The overall compaction results achieved by the two approaches are quite similar: on the one data point where the two systems can be directly compared (BusyBox with networking, identified with ' †' in Figure 3 ), Chanet et al. do somewhat better than us (18.9% reduction in text size, compared to the 18.0% we get). The techniques used by the two systems are quite different, however, and a detailed comparison of the two indicates different strengths for each. For example, in the context of unreachable code elimination, Chanet et al. use more detailed structural information about subsections in the input binary to do a better job of analyzing pointers between the code and data sections; our system, on the other hand, uses the source-level FA analysis to obtain more precise information about indirect call targets. (Subsequent work by Chanet et al. obtains additional code size reductions by compressing infrequently executed code [5] . These techniques, which use Huffman compression to store infrequently executed code in a non-executable format and rely on runtime decompression to restore them to an executable format when necessary [8] , are orthogonal to those discussed here.)
We are not aware of a great deal of other work on binary rewriting of operating systems kernels. Flowers et al. describe the use of Spike, a binary optimizer for the Compaq Alpha, to optimize the Unix kernel, focusing in particular on profile-guided code layout [9] . A number of researchers have looked into specializing operating system kernel code [15, 18, 17] . These generally focus on improving execution speed rather than reducing code size and therefore use techniques very different from ours.
There is a considerable body of work on code compaction; Beszédes et al. give a comprehensive survey [4] . Almost all of this work is in the context of application programs in high-level languages and does not consider the issues that arise when dealing with an OS kernel.
One of the technical issues of considerable importance in code compaction of an OS kernel is that of resolving the possible targets of indirect function calls. This problem resembles the problem of identifying the possible targets of virtual method invocations in objectoriented programs [2, 3, 10, 21] . Much of this work re- brk  close  exit  fcntl  fcntl64  fstat64  getcwd  getpid  getrlimit  kill  lseek  mmap  modify_ldt  mprotect  mremap  munmap  newfstat  newstat  old_getrlimit  open  read  readlink  rt_sigaction  rt_sigprocmask  rt_sigreturn  sigreturn  socketcall  stat64  time  write  writev  dup  ioctl  unlink  access  execve  fork  times  dup2  gettimeofday  pipe  rename  waitpid  chmod  nanosleep  rmdir  utime  umask  statfs  newuname  newlstat  mmap2  mkdir  lstat64  fchmod  fchown  fchown16  getegid  getegid16  geteuid  geteuid16  getgid  getgid16  getuid  getuid16  creat  flock  fsync  ftruncate  getdents  getdents64  wait4  link lies on using type information to resolve the possible targets of a virtual method invocation. We applied this idea of using type information to determine possible targets of indirect calls in the Linux kernel but the results were disappointing, because the available type information is not discriminating enough to give an acceptable level of precision (especially when taking into account the possibility of type casts on pointers). The FA analysis proved to be far more effective: a type-based signature matching analysis we implemented gave, on average, about 96 targets per indirect function call in the Linux kernel; with FA analysis, by contrast, the average number of targets per indirect call is 10.
Conclusions
Because of the limited amount of memory typically available in embedded devices, it is important to reduce the memory footprint of the code running on such devices. This paper describes an approach to code compaction of operating system kernels. We begin with the observation that embedded systems typically run a small fixed set of applications. This knowledge can be used to identify the minimal functionality required of the kernel code to support those applications and then to discard unnecessary code. We discuss a number of technical challenges that have to be addressed in order to make this work; in particular, we describe "approximate decompilation," which allows us to apply source-level program analyses to hand-written assembly code. Our ideas have been implemented in a prototype binary rewriting tool that is able to achieve a code size reduction of close to 24% on an already minimally-configured Linux kernel.
